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24. The behaviour of some of the group indexes is in contrast to their be
haviour in 1950. The export group fell generally through the,first seven months
of 1950 and then rose markedly because of the Korean War. The rise continued
into 1951 and reached a peak in February. Since then the index has dropped
back considerably. By the end of the year it was 15 per cent below its level at
the end of 1950, and in January, 1952, it was 21 per cent below its level in January,
1951. The domestic group, on the other hand, showed a continuous rise throughout
the year, and by December was 12 per cent higher than it had been in December,
1950. The import group also rose steadily, although its percentage increases over
the previous year have not been quite so great as those for the domestic group.
25. The upward trend of the import group and the downward trend of the
export group were to have been expected ; they correspond to the worsening of
Ceylon's terms of trade. The upward trend of the domestic group was more marked
in 1951 than in 1950, and almost certainly represents for the most part the delayed
reaction of domestic prices to the larger money supply and higher level of money
incomes. Higher prices of domestic foodstuffs have probably stimulated some
increase in supplies, but accurate data are not available. As domestic incomes
shrink because of the fall in export prices and volume—and especially if the up
ward trend of the import group should be reversed—we may expect the upward
trend of the domestic group also to be reversed, though again with some time lag.
26. The index as a whole averaged 4 per cent higher in 1951 than in 1950.
For every month but one, September, the index in 1951 was higher than the index
for the corresponding month in 1950. In December, 1951, it was 5-5 per cent
higher than in December, 1950. Between the same dates the corresponding index
in the United States rose 5 • 7 per cent, in India 7 • 8 per cent, in the United Kingdom
12vl per cent, in Canada 11-8 per cent, and in Australia 24-5 per cent.
27. For a country like Ceylon whose trade is large relative to its income the
trend of domestic inflation cannot vary widely, in the absence of drastic and effective
controls over exports and imports, from the trend of inflation in the rest of the
world. The above comparison shows that measures taken in Ceylon tended to
make living costs somewhat more stable in 1951 than those of some of its principal
trading partners.

VII.

Anti-inflationary Policies and Measures

27: The approach of the Central Bank to the inflationary problem during
the year was based on an analysis along the lines set out in the next two paragraphs.
28. First, with respect to the money supply, the Bank in general accepted
as an accomplished fact the monetization of the very sizable balance of payments
surplus resulting from the Korean War export boom. One corrective, and that
only partial, would have been an overall budget surplus coinciding with
the rise in export prices. The sliding-scale export duties were planned
for this purpose, but the trend of prices has been downward since
they were actually introduced. Many also argued for an upward revalua
tion of the Ceylon rupee on the ground that the devaluation of the rupee along
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with sterling in 1949 had been unwise and unnecessary. Revaluation would have
been a drastic step, and in any case the balance of advantage was against it. The
Bank accordingly directed its efforts towards preventing a domestic credit expan
sion from further increasing the volume of money.
29. Second, with respect to the cost of living, the Bank was of the opinion
that the general level of the index was determined primarily by the level of world
prices and, especially as long as domestic credit creation was held in check, only
secondarily by the expanded money supply. The Bank further took the view that
the most effective preventive of progressive inflation was an increase in the domestic
production of consumer goods and services and an enlarged flow of consumer
imports. General monetary conditions during the year could hardly have been
more favourable to such an increase of production and flow of imports.
.30. In conformity with this approach a variety of policies and measures
were adopted and. put into effect during the year by both Government and the
Central Bank, between whom there was a relatively high degree of co-ordination.
If international comparisons can be used as a measure of achievement-, these policies
met with some success. As indicated above, Ceylon's'cost of living rose less than
that of some of its principal trading partners. Moreover, at the London con
ference of Finance Ministers in January, 1952, it was generally recognized that
Ceylon had maintained a stable economy through a very trying period and that
it had not contributed to the current Sterling Area crisis.

•
31. - The Budget.—Probably the most important single factor contributing
to stability in 1951 was the achievement by Government of a balanced budget.
(There was actually a small cash operating deficit of Rs. 11-2 million during the
calendar year. But in the context of revenue and expenditure running upward
of Rs. 900 million this was for all practical purposes a balance). This approximate
balance was not a balance on revenue account only—this showed a substantial sur
plus : it was an overall balance between total Government receipts (other than from
net market borrowing)* and total expenditures. It was not achieved by reducing
essential expenditure, either for current purposes or for development, but principally
by raising export duties in March, 1951. This action immediately yielded increased
revenues and produced them from the section of income receivers best able to bear
higher taxes—those receiving high prices and windfall profits from export pro
duction.
32- The underlying theme of the Finance Ministers' conference of January,
.1952, was that the members of the Sterling Area had not been living within their
means. This was not true of Ceylon. The Ceylon Government in 1951, like Ceylon
as'a whole, did substantially live within its means.
33. This was in contrast to the experience of 1950. A paragraph from the
1950 Report is pertinent:
" From the monetary point of view, therefore, it is most disturbing that
in 1950 the Government should have run a deficit which added an average
of more than Rs. 6 million a month to the money supply at a time when other
•See below, pp. 19-21.
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factors were already causing private incomes to expand. As these funds get
into the hands of the public, there is an increase in the demand for imported
goods and a tendency for the balance of payments to worsen. It would be
shortsighted for Ceylon to generate a balance of payments deficit through an
excessively large Government budget deficit at a time when export income
is unprecedentedly high. When export income is high, the country can live
on its income and conserve its external assets to be utilized at times when
export income falls."
Government did take prompt action to bring its policy in line with that enun
ciated above.
34.

Contraction of Commercial

Bank

Credit to Government.—For

the Central

Bank the virtually balanced budget for 1951 was a factor of great significance since
it enabled the Bank to pursue other policies effectively. First, the Bank did not
have to depend upon creation of bank credit for financing a budget deficit. Instead,
Government finances were managed in such a way as actually to destroy bank credit
previously extended to Government. This was done by borrowing on long-term
from the public and using the proceeds to repay the short-term debt held by com
mercial banks. A Rs. 60 million long-term loan, which the Central Bank asked
commercial banks not to subscribe to, was opened on August 1. The loan was
fully subscribed in a period of 9 | weeks by non-bank investors. At the same time,
the total of treasury bills outstanding was reduced from Rs. 75 million in May
to Rs. 15 million by October, where it stood at the end of the year. As a result,
commercial bank holdings of Government securities and treasury bills together
fell from a high of Rs. 286 • 9 million at the end of May to a low of Rs. 232 • 7 million
at the end of November—a decline of approximately Rs. 54 million. This reduc
tion of holdings of. Government paper by banks helped to contract the money supply
after May, especially because banks were not expanding credit to private borrowers
to nearly the extent their reserve positions would have allowed.
3.5,

Open-Market

Selling

Operations.—Second,

the

existence of a' virtually

balanced budget in 1951 meant that the Central Bank could successfully engage in
open-market selling operations during the course of the year. At various times,
the Bank both bought and sold Government securities, but sales on balance exceeded
purchases. The deflationary measures of open-market selling operations and the
reduction of bank-held short-term Government debt partly accounted for the
unusual stability of the money supply during most of the year.
36.

Commercial Bank Credit to the Private Sector.—The Central Bank did not

have to restrict credit to the private sector of the economy in 1951. The com
mercial banks were able to satisfy what they-considered to be the legitimate needs
of business with only the admonition from the Central Bank, as stated in the 1950
Report, that they should not extend " non-essential, and particularly speculative
credit." For example, bankers were asked not to extend credit for the purchase
of shares or estates except in oases where Ceylon residents were borrowing to buy
shares or estates from foreign investors who wished to repatriate their investments.
This exception was of some importance in the first half of the year, but of less
importance in the second.
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37. In the 1950 Report the Bank stated that it did not wish to encourage the
commercial banks to transfer their foreign balances to Ceylon. In fact, the
retention of balances pverseas, especially in London, was actually encouraged by
the Central Bank's readiness to purchase sterling up to six months forward at a
shilling and six pence to the rupee, the spot rate, in any amount at any time.
Through almost all of 1951 the Central Bank continued this policy. But at the end
of December the Bank concluded that the worst of the monetary inflation had run
its course, and that it was now more important to emphasize the long-run policy- of
stimulating the commercial banks to extend more domestic credit, for the benefit
of domestic production, than to continue the short-run anti-inflationary policy of
enabling banks to lend overseas. Hence the Bank altered its attitude toward
foreign balances of commercial' banks. Forward exchange rates were increased;
the commercial banks were informed that the Central Bank would fix working
balances in sterling for each bank, and that it would thereafter refuse to purchase
sterling forward from any bank whose actual balance in sterling exceeded the working
balance limit. The change of policy was implemented in January, 1952. The new
forward exchange' arrangements should reduce the forward purchase commitments
of the Central Bank, encourage the commercial banks to bring their excess overseas
balances to Ceylon, and thus induce them to find more loan and investment oppor
tunities within the Ceylon economy.
38. A word needs to be said at this point about the reserves of the commercial
banks. At no time during the year did the banks hold less than Rs. 53 million
in excess reserves, and at one time they held Rs. 92-8 million. Moreover, these
figures understate the total liquid reserves of the commercial banks since some of
them, as just indicated, held large balances overseas that could be brought to Ceylon
at any time in case of need. In most other countries Central Banks have had to
restrain credit expansion to the private sector in order to check inflation. In Ceylon
the Central Bank did not need to.
39. In one way the reluctance of the banking system to lend has been an
advantage : it has made Central Bank policy easier during a period when inflationarypressures were strong. But from a long-run point of view it is a discouraging
commentary on Ceylon banking, as well as on Ceylon enterprise, that in a year when
the country was unusually prosperous, when banks' resources were large, and when
the Central Bank was imposing no really important curb on the creation of private
credit, the increase in such credit was so small. From December, 1950, to December,
1951, bank extension of private credit in one form or another increased only by
about Rs. 76 million. Much of this increase can be accounted for by the necessity
for financing imports and exports at higher prices. A major task of the Central
Bank in the years to come will be to stimulate the commercial banks to extend a
larger volume of credit to the private sector of the Ceylon economy.
40. Sliding-Scale Duties.—The flat rate duties on rubber, tea, and coconut
products were replaced by sliding-scale duties in September, October, and December,
respectively. The sliding-scale duties introduced a compensating element into the
structure of Government taxes and expenditures. During the export boom, they
would have been an effective means of taxing away for the benefit of the whole
community a part of exceptional windfall profits, and the extra revenue would
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have produced a budget surplus. As it turned out, by the time the sliding-scale
duties came into effect, the trend of export prices was downward. But there was
'a stablizing effect on export incomes; the tax burden dropped as export prices
declined.
41. Subsidies.—The 1950 Report argued strongly against any further increase
in subsidies. Government introduced a very small subsidy on firewood in Colombo
during the year, but resisted the temptation to subsidise any other new commodities.
Even so, the cost to Government of existing subsidies has greatly increased because
prices to consumers of subsidised foodstuffs have not been raised despite -some
sharp rises in their prices to Government.. Thus, some of the arguments advanced
in the 1950 Report have proved only too true ;
" If there is a rise in prices outside Ceylon which is large and sustained,
the subsidy weapon becomes unwieldy and impracticable."
" Subsidies tend to throw entirely upon Government the burden of paying
for the rising cost of essential commodities."
Toward the end of the year the subsidy problem was becoming steadily more
difficult. With rice and flour prices continuing to rise, and Government revenues
continuing to fall, the mounting subsidy bill was producing an embarrassing deficit:
by December the bill was running about 22 per cent of total expenditure chargeable
to revenue.
42.. Some of the %eaknesses inherent in the subsidy system were becoming
increasingly apparent. For example, its inflexibility: as world rice prices rose,
the price of rationed rice remained the same. To raise it required a difficult
political decision. Government was thus faced with the necessity of supplying a
fixed amount of rice to the public at a price that was steadily becoming more and
more unreal. So far as the Bank knows, in no other country in the world was a
basic foodstuff subsidised to the same degree as rice in Ceylon. On the other hand,
if consumers had had to pay the full cost of the imported rice, they would have
economised on their rice consumption and used more abundant substitutes.
43. Another pernicious effect of subsidies is that as they grow Government may
be forced into the most unenviable position of having to decide to forego much
needed development expenditure rather than raise the price of rationed rice. Already,
in early 1952, the rate of actual spending on rice and flour subsidies had exceeded
that on the total of Government's development projects under the Colombo Plan.
44. If the cost of living should fall in 1952, and in the first months signs were
appearing that it would, the principal argument in favour of increased subsidies
would be removed, and it might be possible to reduce expenditure on them to
more manageable proportions.
45. Relaxation of Import Control.—Among the anti-inflationary measures
taken by Government, the relaxation of import control in January, May and July,
1951, was very significant. In January, imports of a few important commodities
from all sources except Japan were brought under open general licence. On
these items, therefore, discrimination against the dollar area was completely
removed. There was some relaxation in May, when.there was a widening of the
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area from which certain individually licensed commodities could be imported ;
but a specially important trade liberalization measure was that instituted early in
July, extending the open general licence system markedly by permitting freely a
wide range of imports from practically all sources. Thus, throughout much of the
year controls did not create artificial shortages of consumer goods. Supplies of such
items in Ceylon markets have been limited only by availability in the supplying
countries. Many importers stocked heavily during the year.
46. Relaxation of Exchange Control.—Relaxation of import control was followed •
by the relaxation of exchange control in September. Remittances within the
Sterling Area for family maintenance,' education, travel, charities, and other
current and personal purposes were considerably liberalized. In effect current
transactions were permitted freely and only such control was retained as was thought
necessary to prevent large-scale unauthorized movements of capital. In conformity
with Sterling Area policy exchange restrictions on countries outside the Sterling
Area were continued.
47. The principal result of the relaxation, as was to be expected, was an
increased outflow- immediately, especially in the form of personal remittances to
India. These later subsided. In August, before relaxation, total remittances to
India were Rs. 7 -3 million. They rose to Rs. 10-9 million in October, but dropped
back to Rs. 9-4 million by December.
48. Other Government Measures.—Various other measures were adopted or
continued during the year by Government to check the rise in the cost of living.
49. The most important of these was the sale of imported rice outside the
ration to consumers at cost price in unlimited quantities. Before unlimited sales
of off-ration imported rice were begun, there was a very wide gap between the price
of 25 cents a measure for rationed rice and that of almost a rupee for " country "
rice. The immediate effect of the measure, which was introduced on 23 April, 1951,
was to bring, down the retail price of " country " rice, the market for which was
completely free, very close to the price of imported rice. From 23 April to 10
November co-operative societies sold this off-ration imported rice at 68 cents a measure,
and thereafter till the end of the year at 78 cents a measure. The rise in November
was due to higher import cost. As the world price of rice rose, the price to the
consumer had necessarily to be raised. But fortunately Ceylon has had good crops,
and Government was able, as the year progressed, to purchase more " country "
rice under the guaranteed price scheme for distribution off the ration and to reduce
its purchases of imported rice.
' 50. Second, the Government continued a scheme, started in 1950 through the
Co-operative Wholesale Establishment, to distribute fresh coconuts to consumers in
Colombo at a subsidised price. The Co-operative Wholesale Establishment was.
allowed to recover the cost of the subsidy from profits it made out of its export
monopoly of fresh coconuts.
51. Third, the Government arranged, through the co-operative movement
for a subsidised distribution of firewood to consumers in Colombo. A sum of
Rs. 420,000 was voted for the subsidy.
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52. Fourth, the guaranteed prices for locally grown foodstuffs (paddy, kurakkan, maize, sorghum, chillies, green-gram, onions and pepper), were raised and
fixed for the next three years. This was expected to give an impetus to domestic
production of these goods without unduly increasing Government expenditure.
Actually, in the case of rice, the rise in the guaranteed price became quite un
avoidable when in August, as the result of the unlimited sale of offVration rice at
cost price, the price of " country " rice dropped by 30 per cent. The guaranteed
price for paddy was raised from Rs. 8 to Rs. 9 per bushel.
53. Import Duties.—On the matter of import duties, a general principle is that
cost-of-living items should enter free. So also with imports of capital goods needed
for maintenance and expansion of domestic production. Duties on such goods, are a
heritage from the past and are inappropriate in a country aiming at economic develop
ment. Taxing them impedes the very modernization of production methods and in
creases in productivity that it is the aim of economic policy to achieve. " Luxuries,"
on the other hand, can carry a heavy burden. But we should define luxuries care
fully, excluding items for which social policy should aim at such a general expan
sion of use that they become " necessities." The very concept of economic develop' ment implies this kind of general progress upward in consumption patterns and
attitudes.
-

•
54. In 1951 there were still some duties on items included in the lower income
cost of living index. Among them were those on sugar, taxed at Rs. 6-50 per
hundredweight, and on textiles, with duties ranging from 5-10 per cent* on cotton
piece goods to 15-20* per cent on unspecified cotton manufactures. There were
also fairly substantial duties on a number of items affecting middle, and even lower,
income groups. Some 40 of all these items were involved [in the last major
revision of duties, that of the 1951-52 budget.
55. Revaluation—As
indicated in paragraph 28, many in Ceylon seriously
proposed an upward revaluation of the Ceylon rupee as a measure to combat
inflation. The Monetary Board considered this question carefully, because
under' Section 68 (1) of the Monetary Law Act it may by unanimous decision
recommend a change in the par value of the rupee to the Minister of Finance. The
decision not to recommend an upward revaluation was one of the most important
policy decisions made by the Board during the year.
56. The decision had to be made against a background of events that had
happened before the opening of the Central Bank. In September, 1949, the Ceylon
Tupee was devalued by 30 • 5 per cent in company with sterling. This meant that any
Ceylon imports and exports whose United States dollar prices remained unchanged
cost or yielded approximately 44 per cent more in Ceylon rupees. This devaluation
strengthened sterling' generally, improved Ceylon's competitive position, and
stimulated activity. The Ceylon rubber industry is the best example. It was
•The first of the two rates given is the Commonwealth preferential rate of duty.
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in the doldrums : prices were below 50 cents a pound ; marginal estates had gone
out of production ; and the application of the Wages Boards Ordinance to the
industry had been suspended. After devaluation prices quickly rose to over 70 cents,
and the industry revived. However, nine months after devaluation the Korean
War broke out and generated a boom in commodity markets greater than anything
that could reasonably be ascribed to devaluation. For the next nine months
Ceylon steadily gained external assets, increasing the total by more than one-third.
At the same time the cost of living rose. Under such conditions it was natural
for many'to argue 'that devaluation, at least by the full amount of 30-5 per cent,
had been a mistake that should be rectified.

57. From the point of view of the Central Bank, circumstances required the.
problem to be seriously considered. The Monetary Law Act permits the Board torecommend an upward revaluation " if the maintenance of the existing par value
is producing or is likely to produce a persistent surplus in the balance of payments
on current account and a monetary disequilibrium which cannot be adequately
corrected by other Government action or any Central Bank action."

58. The Board was consistently of the view that the boom was temporary,
that export prices would come down from their abnormally high levels, that the
surplus on current account would disappear, and that it would be a mistake to use
a measure like revaluation, which is designed to meet a long-run problem, to deal
with a short-run boom generated by the Korean War. Moreover, from the point of
view of policy it seemed advisable first to relax import and exchange restrictions,
and observe the effects, before seriously considering revaluation.
59. Even though the Board regarded the boom as temporary, the advantages
and disadvantages of revaluation had to be weighed from the long-run point of view.
(a) Revaluation would immediately reduce the cost of living. But it
would also tend to worsen the balance of payments, and might, result
in a drawing down of Ceylon's external assets in payment for larger
imports of consumer goods ; and this the country in the long run
could ill afford.
(6) Revaluation would distribute income more equitably by reducing theheavy windfall incomes of export producers and increasing the rea 1
value of existing money wages. But • it would also reduce profit
margins and weaken the incentive to' invest, thus retarding the
development of new industries and aggravating the unemployment
problem. Furthermore, the Government was already planning to
introduce sliding-scale duties, an alternative method of reducing the
windfall incomes of producers; and real wages were in any case
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rising during the boom as the increased demand for labour and
improved bargaining power of wage earners pushed up most money
wages faster than the cost of living was rising.
(c) Revaluation would reduce the need for new subsidies and lighten the
fiscal burden of existing subsidies and cost-of-living allowances. On
the other hand, without revaluation Government revenues would
be. more buoyant, so that these costs could be more readily borne.
Furthermore, revaluation would reduce the flow of savings and
make Government borrowing more difficult.
(d) Revaluation would probably slightly improve the budget position at
existing rates of taxation. But without revaluation the budget
position could be improved by raising export duties.
(e) Revaluation would reduce the rupee cost of imported capital equipment.
But it would also reduce the rupee incomes of business enterprises
needed to justify investment in such capital equipment, and the
f

country's net foreign exchange earnings needed to pay for it.
60. In essence, therefore, a decision not to revalue on long-run considerations
was a decision to forego ftie immediate benefits of a lower cost of living and a more
equitable distribution of income, endeavouring to 'achieve these ends by other
measures, in favour of the long-run gains of stimulating a higher level of produc
tion, employment, and real income, and promoting a fuller development of the
country's resources. In a country sorely needing more enterprise it does not seem
wise to take actions that discourage enterprise.
61. This was the conclusion from domestic considerations. From the point
of view of world conditions, too, the balance of advantage to Ceylon lay in not
revaluing. It would have been a mistake to have stimulated a larger expenditure
of foreign exchange on consumption goods just when import prices were reaching
all-time highs and supplies were growing shorter due to the pressure on resources of
western world re-armament.

VIII.

Government Finance

62. As explained earlier, Government had a small cash operating deficit of
Rs. 11 -2 million in 1951. Table 21 shows the Government monthly cash surpluses
and deficits since September, 1950. Chart 4 depicts their movements.
63. The data in Table 21 are, however, not presented in a form permitting direct
•comparison with the published accounts of the Government. The table on
page 20 attempts this.

